
Planning your  
KITCHEN LAYOUT

Success in fitting all the appliances you want into  
a functional kitchen, plus getting enough storage 
and achieving your dream style, comes down to a 
well-planned layout. When designing your new 

scheme – whether it be a blank canvas or working within 
the parameters of your existing space – it is vital to start 
by establishing exactly what you have to play with in 
terms of both the floor area and your budget.

“The amount of light coming in will affect where tall 
units might be placed and even which colour you go 
for,” says Sinead Trainor, kitchen category manager at 
Lochanna Kitchens. “No matter the available space, it is 
good to consider where the so-called working triangle 
will fit best into your kitchen,” she adds. This concept – 
where key items such as the fridge, sink, and oven should 
be within easy reach of each other for good ergonomic 
flow – is often talked about. Deciding on this, combined 
with your must-haves such as certain appliances or how 
you want your scheme to operate, will help determine 
what layout will work best for you. If you want it to be 
a sociable design, for example, seating is a must – or if 
you enjoy cooking, you need to ensure you have room for 
ovens, hobs, utensils, and all of your 
culinary gadgets. “Knowing whether 
you want a sleek, contemporary 
space or a more traditional look also 
influences a potential layout, as the 
proportions are different,” adds Sally 
Hinks, kitchen designer at Harvey 
Jones. A handleless scheme, for 
example, will be more streamlined 
than a bulkier traditional one, so is 
good for more compact spaces.

Also bear in mind that plumbing, 
electrics, and window placements 
may restrict what you can do – unless 
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From L-shapes to galleys and even different types of islands, here’s all you need  
to know about the varying configurations to optimise your space

you have the budget to move these elements. Your kitchen 
designer will also likely ask you about them in an initial 
meeting. It is wise to get one on board with your project as 
soon as possible, so they can help you work out the best 
layout and offer their expertise on the finer details. Your 
chosen creative will usually draw rough sketches of the 
space during your first appointment to get ideas flowing, 
eventually transforming these into CAD renders so you 
can see the result digitally in 2D or 3D. Today, several 
showrooms also offer advanced 4D technology to help 
you visualise your new kitchen in virtual reality. “It can be 
difficult to imagine how the finished scheme will look or 
get a feel for how much distance there is between the hob 
and sink and if there is actually going to be enough floor 
area for that island unit you always wanted,” explains 
Nathan Maclean, managing director of Virtual Worlds. 
“This 4D technology is so immersive that you have the 
experience of physically being inside the room, changing 
the lighting from day to night, opening cupboards, and 
even putting your hands under the tap and seeing them  
get wet. It makes it much easier to settle on a final layout 
with confidence.” Read on to find the best fit for you...

EXPERT ADVICE
“ Create a wishlist of everything you want included in 
your new kitchen and share it with your designer at the 
beginning of your project – they will be able to advise 
you on what is the most practical and achievable.” 
Yvette, features writer

right This single run of kitchen door 
fronts by Husk was designed to fit 
standard Ikea cabinets. The average 
cost is around £3600 for fronts, cover 
panels, and kickboards. 

Optimising a corner space, 
this Roux Kitchen in Nouvel 
Light Teal and Loire Sand Oak 
was designed by Moores in 
partnership with world-renowned 
chef Michel Roux Jr. It features a 
mix of floor-to-ceiling larder units 
and sleek wall cabinets. Roux 
kitchens start from £30,000.
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What is it? Also known as a one-
wall or single-run layout, it is usually 
the best solution for narrow rooms 
but can also work well in larger 
open-plan spaces where the 
kitchen isn’t the main focus. 

Pros and cons? When well 
planned, it can be a very efficient 
option to have, as everything you 
need is close to hand on one 
run. However, you do have to plan 
the configuration very carefully to 

SINGLE GALLEY

Go
od FOR. . .

Narrow rooms 
or open-plan 
spaces where 
the focus is not 
on the kitchen

This Sebastian Cox kitchen by 
Devol features handy hooks 

and open shelving to create 
clever additional storage 

in a more compact space. 
Prices start from £15,000.

What is it? Sometimes referred  
to simply as a galley, this layout  
has two parallel runs of cabinetry 
offering you the chance to assign 
separate functions to both sides  
of your kitchen. 

Pros and cons? A double galley 
configuration is ideal for long and 
narrow rooms. You need about 
2.5 metres of space between both 
runs, to ensure you can open 
cabinet doors with ease. However, 

DOUBLE GALLEY

EXPERT ADVICE
“ Specifying appliances for a galley kitchen requires careful thought. Standard oven or 
fridge doors will compromise a considerable portion of the walkway when opened.” 
Tom Howley, creative design director, Tom Howley

EXPERT ADVICE
“ Consider boiling-hot water taps and integrated microwaves 
and coffee machines to free up valuable worktop space.”  
Sally Hinks, kitchen designer, Harvey Jones

This double galley 
layout is packed with 
functionality, including 
a breakfast bar, cooking 
zone, built-in chopping 
board, and plenty 
of storage. Second 
Nature’s Milton kitchens, 
shown here in Alabaster, 
starts from £10,000.

there should not be too much 
space, either, or you’ll have to walk 
from one side to the other. 

Other considerations to make? 
Avoid the room becoming one 
long corridor by varying the height 
of shelving and cabinetry along 
each run. Open storage solutions 
can help it feel less cramped.

right The classic-contemporary Arbour 
kitchen by Harvey Jones, from £18,000, is 
shown here as a stylish double galley.

Goo
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Long and 
narrow rooms 

where floor area 
is at a premium

ensure you have enough space  
to prepare your meals. 

Other considerations to make? 
If you want this layout in an open-
plan space, you may want to think 
about adding an island to avoid 
the cook having their back to any 
guests when entertaining.

right Tom Howley’s Hartford kitchen is 
shown here as a single galley in Chicory, 
with an additional small island work space 
in front. Prices start from £20,000.
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L-SHAPE

With tall wall units in Bronze 
and base cabinets in 

Cashmere, as well as an 
island in Light Oak which 

also features an integrated 
seating area, Stoneham 

Kitchens’ Latitude collection 
starts from £25,000.

U-SHAPE

EXPERT ADVICE
“ If you are using one end as a peninsula, consider placing the sink here for a more 
sociable scheme where you can make drinks while chatting to family and friends.” 
Richard Atkins, managing director, Designspace London 

EXPERT ADVICE
“ L-shaped layouts offer flexibility and are ideal for the practicalities of everyday 
family life. Leaving floor space in the middle creates an illusion of a bigger 
room, or the area can be used for a dining table or even an island.”  
Graeme Smith, head of retail and commercial design, PWS

Goo

d FOR. . .

Most kitchens, 
as long as 

the layout is 
optimised to 

your available 
floor area

What is it? L-shaped kitchens 
comprise two adjacent runs of 
cabinetry – usually installed on two 
walls, or with one run of cabinetry 
jutting out to form a peninsula. 

Pros and cons? One of the most 
efficient layouts, this set-up offers 
a good amount of work space 
and an easy way to achieve the 
ergonomic, or working, triangle. 
Storage in the corner where the 
two runs join can sometimes be 

wasted, so include a solution such 
as a carousel to help combat this. 

Other considerations to make? 
Where space allows, you can also 
create an L-shape with a single  
run and a peninsula reaching into 
the room, which could become  
a breakfast bar for casual dining.

right A simple shaker with a painted finish, 
Second Nature’s Fitzroy in Copse Green 
optimises storage space in this L-shaped 
layout. Priced from £10,000.
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Kitchens 
designed for 
home cooks 
and bakers  

or in an open-
plan space

A U-shaped layout provides 
plenty of worktop space. 
Shown is the Calacatta Gris 
from the Ceralsio collection 
by CRL Stone - a highly stain 
and scratch resistant surface. 
Priced from £350 per sq m.

What is it? In this layout there are 
three runs of cabinetry wrapping 
around the kitchen. The space is 
either boxed in along three walls or 
with one run acting as a peninsula.

Pros and cons? This is a very 
practical option for those of us  
who like to cook a lot, as you 
can zone each run. A U-shaped 
layout works well for open-plan 
living, where one run is used as 
a sociable area. However, it can 

sometimes feel cramped if there  
is too much cabinetry. 

Other considerations to make? 
Make sure appliances are placed 
in the most appropriate zone so 
you’re not dashing around the 
kitchen unnecessarily.

right Different shades and heights of 
cabinetry help define each area of this 
Sutton kitchen from Masterclass. Shown  
in Graphite and Coastal Mist, from £12,000 
for a complete scheme. 
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What is it? Regardless of which 
kitchen layout you opt for against 
your walls, a single island unit will 
always become a focal point. 

Pros and cons? You can choose 
from a whole host of options, 
depending on what the function 
your island will be – from a handy 
preparation space to a dining 
area for quick meals, additional 
storage, as a dedicated cooking 

zone, or a combination of all of 
these. Whichever you choose, 
your island needs to be properly 
planned into the kitchen so it 
doesn’t get in the way. 

Other considerations to make? 
You should have a walkway of 
ideally 90cm to 1m around all sides 
of the island, so make sure you 
definitely have the space to fit one 
in before committing to a design.

SINGLE ISLAND

This kitchen island with 
a Caesartone Statuario 

Maximus 5031 worktop, from 
£800 per sq m, offers plenty 

of storage and also features 
a spacious sink area. 

DOUBLE ISLAND

EXPERT ADVICE
“ Island layouts work well within open-plan spaces, although you still 
need to be mindful of extraction and appliance decibel ratings to ensure 
you have a quiet and pleasant dining experience.” 
Tony McCarthy, commercial director, Crown Imperial

EXPERT ADVICE
“ Open-plan living is the most popular option at the minute, usually with a central 
island forming the heart of the space. It is ideal for those who love to entertain  
and want to create an inviting, social scheme that works for all the family.” 
Richard Moore, design director, Martin Moore 

With a multi-functional island, 
the Infinity Plus Autograph 
Elements kitchen in Concrete 
Oak Matt is available from 
Wren Kitchens from £3639.

Goo
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Adding more 
work surface  
to all shapes 
and sizes of 

kitchen layouts 

Goo
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Expansive 
spaces, no 

matter if they’re 
open plan or 

closed off 

Modulnova’s Twenty Fly kitchen 
collection from Designspace 
London features islands 
functioning as two separate 
cooking areas in Piasentina 
Senda stone to create a 
functional space alongside tall 
cabinetry in walnut. Kitchens 
start from £25,000. 

What is it? Two separate islands, 
usually serving different functions, 
in the centre of a large kitchen

Pros and cons? A double island 
layout is great for socialising, as 
they allow you to easily define 
clearly separated cooking and 
dining areas while creating a 
dynamic and functional layout. 
However, it is only possible if you 
have enough room. Don’t sacrifice 
floorspace for the sake of it. 

Other considerations to make? 
Focus on zoning the spaces to 
make this layout work for busy 
households. You could have one 
island operating as a more relaxing 
breakfast bar with seating and 
drinks, for example, while the other 
island houses a cooking space 
with integrated hobs.

right Two side-by-side islands allow  
the cook to interact with guests  
sitting on barstools. Martin Moore  
kitchens start from £35,000.
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